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Statement of the Case 

On September 7, 1949, Walter M. Brock, Regional Director of District 10, United Mine Workers of 

America, hereinafter called the Union, filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, 

hereinafter called the Board, a petition in behalf of said Union alleging that a question or controversy had 

arisen concerning the representation of all hourly paid production and maintenance employees excluding 

the executives, supervisory employees and office clerical employees, employed by The Taylor-Reed 

Corporation of Glenbrook, Connecticut, hereinafter called the Employer. The petition requested the Board 

to conduct an investigation and certify the representatives of such employees for collective bargaining 

purposes, pursuant to Section 7393 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, hereinafter called the 

Act. 

 

The Agent of the Board arranged a conference with the parties which was held at the Employer's place of 

business at Glenbrook on September 8, 1949. At the conference the parties entered into a written 

agreement which, in part, provided that: 

 

1. A question or controversy had arisen concerning representation of the employees of the Employer 

within the meaning of Section 938h of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act; 

 

2. A hearing on the issues raised by the petition be dispensed with; 
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3. All hourly paid production and maintenance employees, excluding the executives, supervisory 

employees, and office clerical employees employed by the Employer constituted a unit 

appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining with respect to rates of pay, wages, hours 

and other conditions of employment within the meaning of Section 938h of the Act, and that the 

Board may so find; 

 

4. The employees within said appropriate unit who were in the employ of the Employer on 

September 2, 1949 and who were employees at the time of the election would be eligible to vote in 

the election agreed upon; 

 

5. An election by secret ballot was to be conducted under the supervision of the Board at a time and 

place to be fixed by it among the eligible employees within said appropriate unit to determine 

whether they desired to be represented by the union; 

 

6. If the Union received a majority of the votes of the employees voting in said election, the Board 

could certify that the Union had been duly designated by the majority of employees within said 

appropriate unit as their representative for the purpose of collective bargaining within the 

meaning of Section 936h of the Act. 

 

Pursuant to the agreement of the parties an election was conducted under the supervision of the Board 

on September 15, 1949, at Glenbrook, Connecticut. The result of the election was as follows: 

 

Total number of ballots cast …………………………………………………………………………….. 66 
Total number of ballots IN FAVOR of the Union ………………………………………………… 33 
Total number of ballots NOT IN FAVOR of the Union ………………………………………. 32 
Total number of  challenged votes …………………………………………………………………. 1 

 

The Union challenged the right of Murray Escott to vote on the ground that he was a salaried employee 

who was recently changed to an hourly pay basis for the purpose of the election. Escott was permitted to 

vote a challenged ballot. After marking his ballot he placed it in a sealed envelope which he then sealed in 

a larger envelope provided for such purpose and upon which was marked his name and the reason for 

the challenge which he then deposited in the ballot box. 

 

A few minutes after he had cast his ballot, and while the voting was still in process, Escott returned to the 

Agent of the Board who was conducting the election and requested permission to change his vote. His 

request was refused by the Agent who informed him that he could file with him a request to change his 

vote which would be considered by the Board if his vote was determinative of the result of the election. 

Escott subsequently, and before the voting ended, handed a written statement to the Agent setting forth 

that he desired to vote against the Union. His statement was delivered to the Board together with the 

unopened envelope containing his challenged ballot. If the Union's challenge to Escott's ballot was not 

sustained and he was permitted to change his vote to one against the Union, his vote would change the 

result of the election in that a tie vote would result. The Board, therefore, held a hearing on September 10, 

1949, at Bridgeport, to determine the validity of the Union's challenge and to pass upon the request of 

Escott to change his vote. The Employer appeared and was represented by Attorney Robert C. Bell, Jr. and 

the Union appeared and was represented by Walter M. Brock, its Regional Director. The parties were 



given full opportunity to be heard, to examine and cross examine witnesses and to produce evidence 

bearing upon the issues. 

 

Upon the entire record of the proceedings the Board makes the following findings of fact: 

 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

I. THE UNION'S CHALLENGE. In the agreement for consent election entered into by and between the 

Employer and the Union on September 8, 1949, it was agreed that all hourly paid production and 

maintenance employees, excluding the executives, supervisory employees and office clerical 

employees, employed by the Employer constituted a unit appropriate for the purposes of 

collective bargaining. In view of the agreement of the parties and the further fact that such a unit is 

frequently found to be appropriate, we find that such unit is an appropriate one within the 

meaning of our Act. The agreement also sets forth the classifications for voting in the election. 

Only those within the said appropriate unit who were in the employ of the Employer on 

September 2, 1949, and who were employees at the time of the election were eligible. When Escott 

appeared to vote his right to do so was challenged by the Union on the ground that he was a 

salaried employee who was recently changed to an hourly pay basis for the purpose of the 

election. The Union contended that he had been transferred from a salary basis to an hourly pay 

basis for the express purpose of voting against the Union. At the hearing the Union also contended 

that his vote should not be counted because he was a clerical employee. 

 

With respect to the Union's contention that Escott was changed from a salary basis to an hourly 

basis in order to affect the election, the evidence shows that on August 29, 1949, he was changed 

from a salary to an hourly pay basis. In July, about 1½ months before the eligibility date of 

September 2, 1949 as fixed by the terms of the contract of the parties, Escott had spoken to Mr. 

Sackett, his supervisor, and stated that he wanted to go on an hourly basis. He testified that his 

purpose was to get over time pay which salaried employees did not receive. About August 22, 

1949 he was informed that he would he transferred to an hourly pay basis. The initiation, 

therefore, concerning the change of pay status of Escott originated with him and not his Employer, 

and had commenced prior to the date of the agreement of the parties of September 8, 1949, and 

the statement of the parties of August 26, 1949, (Exhibit "2") that “ --- employees, who are not in a 

supervisory capacity and who work on an hourly basis will be permitted to vote". Evidence also 

showed that about a week prior to the time his pay basis was changed, another employee, Charles 

Budris, who worked in the laboratory and who was allowed to vote unchallenged, was changed 

from a salary basis to an hourly basis. The president of the Employer, Charles M. D. Reed, 

specifically denied Escott was changed to an hourly pay basis with any intention of affecting the 

election. There was nothing in the record to show that Escott was transferred to affect the election 

as claimed by the Union. 

 

The Union's claim that Escott's vote should not be counted because he was a clerical employee is 

likewise without merit. Though the agreement of the parties with respect to the appropriate 

bargaining unit which we have found to be an appropriate one excludes office clerical employees, 

that does not mean that all clerical employees are to be excluded from the unit. The evidence 



showed that Escott has been in the employ of the Employer for about 6 months as a plant clerk in 

the production department. He spends most of his time in a small office adjoining the production 

room and works under the supervision of Mr. Sackett, the Employer's production superintendent. 

His work consists mainly of keeping production and inventory records, obtaining information for 

the supervisors in charge of the production work and assembling information for routine 

purchases for the production department. He is also called upon occasionally to do various odd 

jobs. It is necessary for him to spend some time each day in the production room accumulating 

necessary information and keeping track of the cost records. The evidence also showed that 

another plant clerk, Paul Colasacco, worked in the same office doing substantially the same type of 

work. 

 

Colasacco was paid on an hourly basis and was allowed to vote in the election without challenge. 

The Union's representatives called upon Escott the night before the election and solicited his vote 

for the Union. It is reasonable to infer that the Union at such time determined that Escott was not 

in favor of the Union and intended to vote against it. The evidence further showed that the office 

clerical employees worked in a room on the floor above the production department and that they  

were paid on a salary basis and were paid on different days than the production and maintenance 

employees. Escott was paid on the same day as the production employees. In view of all of the 

evidence, we believe that the nature of his work is such that he should be included within the unit 

as a plant clerk and that he is clearly not an office clerical employee as that term is used in the 

contract. 

 

For the foregoing reasons the Union's challenge to Escott's ballot is overruled and we find he is 

eligible to vote in the election. It is, therefore, necessary to consider his request to change his vote. 

 

II. ESCOTT'S REQUEST TO CHANGE HIS VOTE. The evidence showed that a few minutes after Escott 

recast his challenged ballot as hereinbefore described and while the voting was still in process, he 

returned to the Agent of the Board who was conducting the election and requested permission to 

change his vote. He stated that he had made a mistake in marking his ballot and the ballot which 

he cast was not as he desired it to be. The Agent promptly informed the official observers of both 

parties who were present at the polling place of his request. The Agent then refused to return 

Escott's ballot to him but informed him that he could file with him a written request to change his 

vote which would be considered by the Board if his vote was determinative of the result of the 

election. Escott, subsequently, and before the voting ended, handed a written statement to the 

Agent setting forth that he desired to vote against the Union. It is universally recognized that once 

a ballot has been cast without challenge and its identity has teen lost that the same cannot be 

recalled or changed. There is no sound reason, however, why a person who has cast a ballot under 

the circumstances existing in this case where the ballot as not lost its identity should not have the 

privilege to recall his ballot and change the same so as to express his true wishes. We can see no 

reason why this privilege should not exist until the balloting is officially closed. The primary 

purpose of the Board in conducting a secret election by ballot is to ascertain the wishes of the 

employees. We, therefore, grant Escott's request to change his ballot. Inasmuch as he stated in his 

written statement that he desired to be recorded as voting against the Union, which he later 

affirmed in his testimony at the hearing, his vote will he recorded as being against the Union, 



thereby making the result of the election a tie. 

 

We believe that the procedure adopted by the Agent with respect to Escott's request for the return 

of his ballot was a safe and proper one. To have opened the ballot box and withdrawn the sealed 

envelope which contained Escott's ballot would have violated the integrity and the secrecy of the 

ballot. Escott's rights were protected without violating the commonly accepted safe guards 

protecting the ballot box during an election. Under the procedure recommended by the Agent it 

was not necessary for Escott to divulge how he voted or how he intended to change his vote if his 

request was subsequently granted by the Board. While it is obvious that in this case because there 

was only one vote involved, secrecy could not be attained with respect to his ballot, the Board will 

in all cases, if circumstances permit, protect the secrecy of the voter's ballot as far as practicable. 

 

ORDER 

 

District 50, United Mine Workers of America, having failed to receive a majority of the votes cast, its 

petition for certification as representative for bargaining purposes for the unit herein designated is 

hereby dismissed. 
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